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Proposal

Entertainment, stories and information for everyone 
who has ever been to an exhibition (and liked it)

Benefits

To be entertained, to learn , to discover, to be surprised

Values

Creativity, curiosity, modernity, exclusivity

Tone and Style

Fun, accessible, surprising, edgy



MUSEUM offers documentaries on great artists.  You will also 
find entertainment programs, games, drawing classes, non 
scripted shows, photo or painting contests ... …

Our Programmes are designed around the following four 
values:

Creativity, because it is the least you can do for art 
programmes.

Curiosity, because our role is to introduce the viewers to all 
forms of art.

Modernity, because art is more alive than ever and because
the channel is designed for 25-49 year-olds (even though it
welcomes anyone between the age of 7 and 77)

Exclusivity, because we give access to art as never seen before
(backstage, openings, private exhibitions, new programmes 
filmed in 4K UHD).
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Visite Privée

artistic escapades, private visits of museums, exhibitions, 
and monuments, artist workshops, behind the scenes of 
the art world…

Examples of shows:  
Artist’s workshop: 48x14’
Private Visit: 34x14’
Musium Stories: 10x26’
Travelers: 10x26’

visits



interpreting artwork



Exemple of shows:
Digital Revolution: 10x26’
The Decisive Moment: 60x13’
We are artists not vandals: 14x52’
1 minute 1 work:60x1’

explanation of artwork, discover behind the  art 
scenes, meet the artists, exclusive interviews…

interpreting artwork



art courses



drawing classes, tutorials on techniques, art 
history for kids…

Exemples of shows:
Little sketches: 64x3’
My Little Museum: 80x3’
Sketchbook: 96x26’

art courses



entertainment



art contests, entertainment shows, non 
scripted shows about art, art games 

Example of shows:
When I grow up i want to be a 
photographer: 16x26’
Photo contest: 14x52’
Art Quiz: 142x6’

entertainment



documentaries



documentaries on contemporary art, art 
history, architecture, design, digital arts 

Examples of shows:

Architectones by Xavier Veilhan: 75’

Design Weekend in Stockholm: 26’

Lyon, when art decorates the walls: 26’

documentaries



Over 250 hours  of programmes

Native Production in 4K

Languages: English, French, Russian, Polish

Documentaries, Magazines, Entertainment, Tutorials

Access to art as never seen before

All rights available 
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Thank you !


